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Abstract
We define Wick-rotations by considering pseudo-Riemannian mani-
folds as real slices of a holomorphic Riemannian manifold. From a frame
bundle viewpoint Wick-rotations between different pseudo-Riemannian
spaces can then be studied through their structure groups which are real
forms of the corresponding complexified Lie group (different real forms
O(p, q) of the complex Lie group O(n,C)). In this way, we can use real
GIT (geometric invariant theory) to derive several new results regarding
the existence, and non-existence, of such Wick-rotations. As an explicit
example, we Wick rotate a known G2-holonomy manifold to a pseudo-
Riemannian manifold with split-G2 holonomy.
1 Introduction
In this paper we will study so-called Wick-rotations which was first used in
physics as a mathematical trick relating Minkowski space to flat Euclidean space.
Here we will generalise the concept of Wick-rotations to more general pseudo-
Riemannian geometries by considering the complexification to a holomorphic
Riemannian manifold. The real pseudo-Riemannian manifolds will now manifest
themselves as real slices of the complex holomorphic geometry. Utilizing this
description we define Wick-rotations of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds as well as
the stronger concept of a standard Wick rotation.
There are previous works considering complex geometry and Wick-rotations
in different contexts [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Here, we will define the Wick-rotations
based on observations made in [3] which is related to the definition of Wick-
related spaces given in [6]. In fact, we adopt this definition but define the
stronger concepts of Wick-rotations and standard Wick-rotations. This enables
us to connect the study of Wick-rotations to real GIT [7, 8] which recently
has seen its appearence in the classification of pseudo-Riemannian geometries
[9, 10]. Using old, as well as some new, results from real GIT we give several
results regarding the possibily of Wick-rotating pseudo-Riemannian spaces to
different signatures (see also [11]).
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In this paper we will reserve the notion of Riemannian space to the case when
the metric is positive definite (of signature (++..+)). The Lorentzian case is the
case of signature (−++..+). Note also that the existence of the ”anti-isometry”
which switches the sign of the metric: g 7→ −g. This anti-isometry induces the
group isomorphism O(p, q) → O(q, p) and hence our results are independent
under this map.
2 Mathematical Preliminaries
Let E be a complex vector space. By considering only scalar multiplications by
R ⊂ C, we can define a real vector space ER whose points are identical to E.
Multiplication with i in E defines an automorphism J : ER −→ ER satisfying:
J ◦ J = −Id. (1)
An endomorphism J satisfying eq.(1) is called a complex structure of ER. This
correspondence between the complex vector space E and the real vector space
ER equipped with the complex structure J defines an isomorphism of these
categories.
If we consider a complex vector subspace W ⊂ E, then its corresponding
real vector space WR is a vector subspace of ER being invariant under J . On
the other hand, if W is a vector subspace of ER being invariant under J then
we say that W is a complex subspace.
The linear map J can also be extended to the complexification EC := ER⊗R
C. The complexification EC can then be split into the sum of the eigenspaces:
E1,0 = {u ∈ ER ⊗R C
∣∣Ju = iu}
and
E0,1 = {u ∈ ER ⊗R C
∣∣Ju = −iu}.
2.1 Real form of a complex vector space
A complex vector space E may be the complexification of a real vector space
W :
E =WC :=W ⊗R C,
in which case we will call W a real form of E.
Assume now that W is a vector space over R. Then W is naturally a real
form of the complexification: WC, indeed the field extension R →֒ C induces
the inclusion W →֒ WC, w 7→ w ⊗ 1. Furthermore, complex conjugation in C
gives rise to an anti-linear involution ρ of WC:
ρ(w ⊗ z) = w ⊗ z¯.
The fixed-point set of ρ is W . Such a map is called a conjugation map of WC
associated to W .
Some special examples of conjugation maps can be easily found among semi-
simple complex Lie algebras. For example sl(2,C) has real forms su(2) and
sl(2,R) associated to the conjugation maps X 7→ −X† and X 7→ X¯ respectively.
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Definition 2.1. Let E be a complex vector space with a complex structure
J : ER −→ ER. Then real linear subspace W ⊂ ER is called totally real if
W ∩ J(W ) = 0.
In particular we see that if W is a maximal totally real subspace, then W is
a real form of E. We note that if W is totally real implies that the composition
WC :=W ⊗R C −→ E
C −→ E1,0 ∼= E,
where the second map is the projection onto E1,0, is injective. This is impor-
tant to us in the following as this implies that there is a connection between
the complexification of real pseudo-Riemannian geometry and holomorphic Rie-
mannian geometry. We note also that if W is a real form of E then the complex
dimension of E and the real dimension of W are equal.
2.2 Real slices
Definition 2.2. A holomorphic inner product is a complex vector space E
equipped with a non-degenerate complex bilinear form g.
For a holomorphic inner product space E we can always choose an orthonor-
mal basis. By doing so we can identify E with Cn and the holomorphic inner
product can be written as
g0(X,Y ) = X1Y1 + ...+XnYn, (2)
where X = (X1, ..., Xn) and Y = (Y1, ..., Yn).
Using this orthonormal basis it is also convenient to consider the group of
transformations leaving the holomorphic inner product invariant. Consider a
complex-linear map A : E −→ E. Using an orthonormal basis, we can represent
the map by a complex matrix A : Cn −→ Cn. Requiring that g0(A(X), A(Y )) =
g0(X,Y ), for all X,Y , implies that A
t
A = 1. Consequently, the matrix A must
be a complex orthogonal matrix; i.e., A ∈ O(n,C).
Definition 2.3. Given a holomorphic inner product space (E, g). Then if
W ⊂ E is a real linear subspace for which g
∣∣
W
is non-degenerate and real
valued, i.e., g(X,Y ) ∈ R, ∀X,Y ∈W , we will call W a real slice.
Some standard examples of real slices can be found by considering the holo-
morphic inner product space (Cn, g0) with standard basis {e1, ..., en}. The real
subspace:
W = Rnp := span{ie1, ..., iep, ep+1, ..., en}, (3)
is a real slice for any 0 ≤ p ≤ n. The restriction of g0 to W in this case is the
standard pseudo-Euclidean metric with signature (p, n−p). Using the standard
coordinates zk = xk + iyk for C
n, we see that the restriction x1 = ... = xp =
yp+1 = ... = yn = 0 gives us the real slice R
n
p .
Let us assume that W and W˜ are real slices of (Cn, g0). Consider the
real slice W with real non-degenerate bilinear form h. By choosing a pseudo-
orthonormal basis, we can write:
h(X,Y ) = −X1Y1 − ...−XpYp +Xp+1Yp+1 + ...+XnYn, (4)
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where X = (X1, ..., Xn) and Y = (Y1, ..., Yn) (real) for some p. This space
has complexification WC by allowing X and Y to be complex numbers, by:
Xk 7→ zk = xk + iXk, 1 ≤ k ≤ p and Xk 7→ zk = Xk + iyk, p + 1 ≤ k ≤ n
(similarly for Y ). By restricting to W , we see that WC is Cn in an orthonomal
frame. Doing the same for W˜ we note that (W˜ )C is also Cn in (possibly another)
orthonormal frame. However, since orthornormal frames are related by the
action of the groupO(n,C), the real slicesW and W˜ are related via the action of
the group O(n,C) on Cn. Indeed, since any n-dimensional complex holomorphic
inner product space (E, g) can be identified with (Cn, g0), any two real slices of
E are related through the action of O(n,C) on E.
Definition 2.4. Let W ⊂ (E, g) be a real slice. We say an involutionW
θ
−→W ,
is a Cartan involution of W , if gθ(·, ·) := g
∣∣
W
(·, θ(·)), is an inner product on W .
Of course Cartan involutions always exist as linear maps, and the definition
generalises the notion of a Cartan involution of a semi-simple Lie algebra. Indeed
special examples can be found within semi-simple real forms g of a complex semi-
simple Lie algebra gC, which are real slices w.r.t the holomorphic Killing form:
−κ(−,−), on the complex Lie algebra gC. So a Cartan involution: g
θ
−→ g,
will in this case in fact be an involution of Lie algebras, and will be unique up
to conjugation by inner automorphisms of g. Explicit examples of real slices
are the pseudo-orthogonal real Lie algebras o(p, q) of o(n,C) with signatures((
p
2
)
+
(
q
2
)
, 2pq
)
.
It is also important to note the following (see e.g., [6]):
Proposition 2.5. The real slices of a holomorphic inner product space are
totally real subspaces.
2.3 Compatible real forms
Associated to any real formW of a complex vector space E ∼=WC we know that
there is a conjugation map E
σ
−→ E with fix points W . The space E may have
another real form W˜ , also with a conjugation map σ˜ which fixes pointwise W˜ .
So we have the notion of compatibility among two real forms in the following
definition:
Definition 2.6. The two real forms W and W˜ of E are said to be compatible
if their conjugation maps commute, i.e [σ, σ˜] = 0.
For two compatible real forms W and W˜ of E we may write:
W = (W ∩ W˜ )⊕ (W ∩ iW˜ ) and W˜ = (W ∩ W˜ )⊕ (W˜ ∩ iW ).
In the case of Lie algebras the real forms will have conjugation maps which
are also real Lie homomorphisms. As an example consider the real forms o(p, q)
and o(p˜, q˜) embedded into o(n,C) with n = p + q = p˜ + q˜, with corresponding
conjugation maps:
X 7→ −Ip,qX¯Ip,q, X 7→ −Ip˜,q˜X¯Ip˜,q˜.
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It is easy to see that o(p, q) is compatible with o(p˜, q˜), and also observe that
a Cartan involution for both real forms may be chosen to be X 7→ X¯ , i.e the
Cartan involutions also commute, and we may choose the compact real form:
o(n) = {X ∈ o(n,C)|X = X¯},
which will be compatible with both o(p, q) and o(p˜, q˜). This means that if
o(p, q) = t⊕ p, o(p˜, q˜) = t˜⊕ p˜,
denotes the Cartan decompositions then we have:
o(n) = t⊕ ip = t˜⊕ ip˜.
We shall refer to such a triple:
(
o(p, q), o(p˜, q˜), o(n)
)
, as a compatible triple
of real forms. We define this not only for Lie algebras, but also for general real
slices of the same dimension:
Definition 2.7. Let W and W˜ be real slices of (E, g). Assume they are both
real forms of WC ⊂ (E, g). Let V be another real slice of E, and a real form of
WC, with Euclidean signature. Suppose W, W˜ and V are pairwise compatible,
then a triple: (W, W˜ , V ), will be called a compatible triple.
Note that a compatible triple (W, W˜ , V ), implies that we may choose Cartan
involutions of W, W˜ and V which commute, this is by construction. We shall
often refer to V as a compact real slice of E. In the case of W ∩W˜ = 0, we note
that W = iW˜ , so this corresponds to an anti-isometry, i.e., changing the metric
from: g 7→ −g, a standard example is the compatible triple:
(
iR⊕R,R⊕iR,R2
)
,
in (C2, g), with g(−,−) the standard holomorphic inner product. However there
exist compatible triples not of this form, i.e., with W ∩ W˜ 6= 0, and to find such
examples, it is sufficient to look at compatible triple of Lie algebras. In fact,
we may say something stronger in the case of a compatible triple of semi-simple
Lie algebras.
Indeed we now show that if we have a compatible triple of semi-simple Lie al-
gebras (g, g˜, u) with u compact like in the example above, then the compact/non-
compact parts of the Cartan decompositions of the real forms must intersect.
We denote t (respectively t˜) for the compact part, and p (respectively p˜) for
the non-compact part. This is clear if g = g˜, so assume they are not equal nor
isomorphic.
Proposition 2.8. Assume g ≇ g˜. We have t ∩ t˜ 6= 0, and if none of the real
forms are compact and they are both simple then also p ∩ p˜ 6= 0.
Proof. We may assume none of the real forms are compact, because then the
first part is trivial. Suppose that t ∩ t˜ = 0, then it is easy to check that t ⊂ ip˜
and t˜ ⊂ ip. Indeed if x ∈ t then because g ∩ g˜ = p ∩ p˜ then x = p+ i(t˜+ p˜) for
suitable p, p˜ ∈ p˜ and t˜ ∈ t˜. But then,
x− ip˜ = p+ it˜ ∈ u ∩ iu,
and consequently x = ip˜. The case t˜ ⊂ ip is similar. But then [t, t] ⊂ t˜ ∩ t, i.e
must be zero, and similarly [˜t, t˜] ⊂ t˜ ∩ t. So we conclude that t˜ and t must be
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abelian. Now the only simple Lie algebra with abelian compact part is sl(2,R),
i.e it follows that
g ∼= g˜ ∼= ⊕kj sl(2,R),
for a suitable k. But since we assume g and g˜ are non-isomorphic, then this is
a contradiction. Now for the second statement suppose p ∩ p˜ = 0. Then one
easily checks that p˜ ⊂ it, and it is a standard result that [p˜, p˜] = t˜ and [p, p] = t
using that the real forms are simple, and so therefore t˜ ⊂ [it, it] ⊂ t. Of course
we similarly must have p ⊂ i˜t, so we conclude that t = t˜. Hence g ∩ g˜ = t = t˜.
However this will require p˜ ⊂ it = i˜t, proving that p˜ = 0. Hence g˜ is compact,
which contradicts our assumptions. The proposition is proved.
3 Holomorphic Riemannian manifolds
3.1 Complexification of real manifolds
We will now consider the case where we have a real pseudo-Riemannian man-
ifold. The aim is to consider analytic continuations of such via its complexi-
fication and it is thus necessary to assume that the manifold is analytic. We
will also assume that the real dimension of the real manifold, and the complex
dimension of the complex manifold are equal (unless stated otherwise).
Let us first start with a few definitions (see [6]).
Definition 3.1. Given a complex manifoldM with complex Riemannian metric
g. If a submanifold N ⊂ M for any point p ∈ N we have that TpN is a real
slice of (TpM, g) (in the sense of Defn. 2.3), we will call N a real slice of (M, g).
This definition implies that the induced metric from M is real valued on N .
N is therefore a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. This further implies that real
slices are totally real manifolds.
We will also define the notion of Wick-related spaces, Wick-rotated spaces,
as well as a standard Wick-rotation.
Definition 3.2 (Wick-related spaces). Two pseudo-Riemannian manifolds P
and Q are said to be Wick-related if there exists a holomorphic Riemannian
manifold (M, g) such that P and Q are embedded as real slices of M .
Wick-related spaces was defined in [6]. However, we also find it useful to
define:
Definition 3.3 (Wick-rotation). If two Wick-related spaces intersect at a point
p in M , then we will use the term Wick-rotation: the manifold P can be Wick-
rotated to the manifold Q (with respect to the point p).
Definition 3.4 (Standard Wick-rotation). Let the P and Q be Wick-related
spaces having a common point p. Then if the tangent spaces TpP and TpQ
are embedded: TpP, TpQ →֒ (TpP )C ∼= (TpQ)C →֒ TpM such that they form a
compatible triple, then we say that the spaces P and Q are related through a
standard Wick-rotation.
We note in the case where P and Q are Wick-rotated by a standard Wick-
rotation, and Q is a real slice of Euclidean signature (i.e., it is a Riemannian
space), then the tangent spaces: TpP and TpQ, can be embedded into (TpP )
C ∼=
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(TpQ)
C, such that they are compatible real forms. Also in the case where both
real slices: P and Q, are Wick-rotated of the same signatures, then they are also
Wick-rotated by a standard Wick-rotation. Indeed we can identify TpP ∼= TpQ
(as symmetric non-degenerate bilinear spaces), and in this case the real slices will
be compatible with each other (since they are equal as sets in (TpP )
C). Moreover
there is a natural compact real slice: W ⊂ (TpP )C, which is compatible with
TpP .
The following proposition is immediate by definition of a compatible triple:
Proposition 3.5. Two Wick-rotated spaces P and Q by a standard Wick-
rotation gives rise to Cartan involutions of TpP and TpQ which commute. 
These three definitions are of increasing speciality; Wick-related spaces need
not intersect at a point p; nor is there a guarantee that Wick-rotated spaces have
commuting Cartan involutions. This all depends on the way the real forms are
imbedded into the complexification O(n,C).
However, in physics, all examples of Wick-rotations (known to the authors)
are standard Wick-rotations in the sense above.
3.2 Complex differential geometry
It is useful to review some of the results from complex differential geometry
especially in the holomorphic setting.
A complex Riemannian manifold is a complex manifold M equipped with a
symmetric, C-bilinear, non-degenerate form g. A vector field is holomorphic if
and only if it has holomorphic component functions with respect to any local
complex coordinates. The holomorphic tangent bundle TM , can be constructed
using the construction E1,0 via the complexification of TM . Similarly, a tensor
field T over the holomorphic tangent bundle is holomorphic if and only if the
component functions T µ1...µlν1...νk are holomorphic with respect to any local
holomorphic coordinates {z1, ..., zn} on M . Note also that the sum or tensor
multiplication of two holomorphic tensors are holomorphic, so is the contraction
of a holomorphic tensor.
For any complex Riemannian manifold there is a unique Levi-Civita connec-
tion ∇ (just as in pseudo-Riemannian case) satisfying:
1. [X,Y ] = ∇XY −∇YX (torsion-free), (5)
2. ∇Xg = 0, (metric compatible) (6)
for all vector fields X and Y .
For a holomorphic metric, the Levi-Civita connection ∇ is also holomorphic
(as follows from the Koszul equations), so is the Lie bracket. This implies that
the holomorphic Riemann curvature tensor,
R(X,Y )Z = ∇X∇Y Z −∇Y∇XZ −∇[X,Y ]Z, (7)
is also holomorphic. Hence, for a holomorphic metric, the connection, and all
the curvature tensors inherit this property: they are all holomorphic.
We remark that this implies that the standard equations for computing the
connection coefficients, Riemann curvature tensors etc. which are known from
the pseudo-Riemannian case can be used more or less unaltered for a holomor-
phic Riemannian manifold. Furthermore, this has profound consequences for us
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as the complexification of a real pseudo-Riemannian manifold is a holomorphic
Riemannian manifold. Thus, given a real slice N ⊂ M . Then the curvature
tensors of N are uniquely extended to a neighbourhood of N in M .
We also remark that since contractions, tensor products preserve holomor-
phy, polynomial curvature scalars (as considered in [3]) are also holomorphic
and is uniquely determined by knowing them on a real slice. Consequently,
we get the following result: If a pseudo-Riemannian space N is obtained from
a pseudo-Riemannian space P by Wick-rotation w.r.t. a point p, then their
polynomial curvature invariants match at p.
Thus, we note the following important facts (M is the ambient holomorphic
complex Riemannian manifold) :
1. For two Wick-related spaces, all the Riemannian curvature tensors can be
obtained from M by restricting to the real slices.
2. If a curvature tensor is identically zero for a pseudo-Riemannian manifold,
N , then it is identically zero in a neighbourhood of N in M .
3.3 Real slices from a frame-bundle perspective
In the frame-bundle formulation of differential geometry, the Riemannian case is
a frame-bundle with anO(n) structure group. In general, the pseudo-Riemannian
case, has a O(p, q) structure group. As we saw earlier, holomorphic Rieman-
nian geometry has O(n,C) structure group. The relation between the real slices
(with structure group O(p, q)) and the holomorphic Riemannian case is related
through the complexification of O(p, q)C ∼= O(n,C).
In the Wick-rotated case, at the intersection point the different real slices
with structure groups O(p, q) and O(p˜, q˜) will both be embedded in O(n,C).
Indeed if P and Q are Wick-rotated at a point p ∈M of the same real dimension,
say n, then TpP and TpQ are real slices of TpM , of say signatures (p, q) and
(p˜, q˜) respectively. Now since these are totally real spaces, we have natural
embeddings of
(TpP )
C →֒ TpM, and (TpQ)
C →֒ TpM.
We can restrict the metric g on TpM to (TpP )
C and (TpQ)
C so they become
holomorphic inner product subspaces of TpM . In particular since we have an
isomorphism: (TpQ)
C ψ−→ (TpP )C (as holomorphic inner product spaces), then
we have natural embeddings:
TpP, TpQ →֒ (TpP )
C ⊂ TpM,
as real slices of (TpP )
C, with their signatures: (p, q) and (p˜, q˜), respectively.
Moreover when restricting to (TpP )
C on the holomorphic metric g on M , gives
another holomorphic inner product, with structure group:
O(n,C) := {(TpP )
C f−→ (TpP )
C|g(f(−), f(−)) = g(−,−)}.
The pseudo-orthogonal groups: O(p, q) (structure group of P ) and O(p˜, q˜)
(structure group of Q), will now be embedded as real forms via ψ into O(n,C).
A tensor x over the point p ∈ P ∩Q w.r.t P will therefore be considered as
a vector x ∈ V for some appropriate vector space, and similarly a tensor x˜ w.r.t
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to Q over the same point p will be in another real form V˜ ⊂ V C. This could be,
for example, the Riemann tensor or covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor,
restricted to the point. If the two spaces are Wick-rotated the orbits Gx, and
G˜x˜ where G := O(p, q) and G˜ := O(p˜, q˜), are embedded into the same complex
orbit GCx ∼= GCx˜, for GC := O(n,C). Hence, we have the two embeddings:
O(n,C) · x O(n,C) · x˜x x
O(p, q) · x O(p˜, q˜) · x˜
A necessary condition for the existence of Wick-rotated x and x˜ is therefore
the existence of a complex orbit in which both real orbits are embedded. In
the case of a standard Wick-rotation we know that the tangent spaces TpP and
TpQ form a compatible triple with a compact real slice, say, W (a real form of
(TpP )
C of Euclidean signature w.r.t g), when embedded into (TpP )
C ⊂ TpM .
So w.r.t W , there is a compact real form: O(n), also embedded in O(n,C)
(as above). Denote now o(p, q), o(p˜, q˜) and o(n), for the real forms (of Lie
algebras) of O(p, q), O(p˜, q˜) and O(n) respectively, embedded into o(n,C) (the
Lie algebra of O(n,C)) w.r.t a standard Wick-rotation. Then we have the
following observation:
Lemma 3.6. The triple of real forms:
(
o(p, q), o(p˜, q˜), o(n)
)
, embedded into
o(n,C) under a standard Wick-rotation is also a compatible triple of Lie alge-
bras.
Proof. Denote σ for the conjugation map of TpP and σ˜ for the conjugation map
of TpQ, and let τ be the conjugation map of W . We note that the map:
o(n,C)→ o(n,C), f 7→ σ ◦ f¯ ,
with f¯(v1 + iv2) := f(v1) − if(v2), ∀v1, v2 ∈ o(p, q), is a conjugation map with
fixed points o(p, q), this is easy to check. Similarly by replacing σ with σ˜ and
τ we get conjugation maps associated to o(p˜, q˜) and o(n). Note that since
the conjugation maps: σ, σ˜ and τ all commute, implies that the conjugation
maps associated to o(p, q), o(p˜, q˜) and o(n) must also commute. The lemma is
proved.
4 Lie groups
An important class of examples can be found for Lie groups. Lie groups are
analytic manifolds and can be equipped with left-invariant metrics of arbitrary
signature (at least locally, ignoring the question of global geodesic complete-
ness).
4.1 Complex Lie groups and their real forms
Definition 4.1. A real Lie subgroup G of a complex Lie group GC is said to
be a real form if g is a real form of the Lie algebra of GC, and moreover as a
group product we have GC = GGC0 where G
C
0 is the identity component.
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Given a real Lie group, G (which is an analytic manifold), we can complexify
the Lie group using the Lie algebra, g. Since the identity component of the Lie
group is determined by a neighbourhood of the identity, the exponential map –
mapping the Lie algebra onto a neighbourhood of the identity – enables us to
complexify the Lie group. The complexified Lie group GC is then a Lie group
of real dimension twice that of the real one: dimR(G
C) = 2 dimR(G).
For two real forms g and g˜ of a complex Lie algebra gC, we can use the
exponential map to create embeddings:
g −−−−→ gC ←−−−− g˜
exp
y expy yexp
G −−−−→ GC ←−−−− G˜
(8)
Hence, since the exponential map is a holomorphic map, equipping the group
GC a holomorphic metric, this can be considered as a holomorphic Riemannian
manifold.
Consider therefore a complex Lie group GC. How can be find possible real
forms of this Lie group? Henceforth, we will consider the semi-simple groups
having semi-simple real forms. This case was completely classified by Cartan
and the existence of real forms hinges on the existence of a Cartan involution
θ which is a map θ : g → g, see Def. 2.4 and paragraph below. Such a Cartan
involution is unique up to inner automorphisms.
Consider two real forms (of same dimension) of some complex Lie group GC.
Then these necessarily have the unit element in common since the unit element
is unique. Hence these real forms are necessarily Wick-rotated with respect
to each other. Since they share the unit element, and their corresponding Lie
algebras are tangent spaces over the unit element, it makes sense to compare
their Cartan involutions. Assume the real forms have Lie algebras g and g′,
with corresponding Cartan involutions θ and θ′, respectively. These two Cartan
involutions do not necessarily commute, i.e., [θ, θ′] 6= 0, but they would commute
if the real forms are related through a standard Wick-rotation.
Important examples are:
1. The real forms O(p, q) of O(n,C), where n = p+ q.
2. The real forms SU(p, q), and SL(n,R) of SL(n,C).
3. The real forms Sp(p, q) of Sp(n,C).
4. The real forms G2 (compact) and split-G2 of G
C
2 .
Explicitly, the group SU(2), which can be parameterised by the product of
matrices[
eix1 0
0 e−ix1
] [
cosh(ix2) sinh(ix2)
sinh(ix2) cosh(ix2)
] [
cos(x3) sin(x3)
− sin(x3) cos(x3)
]
(9)
By holomorphic extension, xk 7→ zk = xk + iyk, and then restricting to the real
section (z1, z2, z3) = (iy1, iy2, x3) we obtain the following parameterisation of
SL(2,R):[
e−y1 0
0 ey1
] [
cosh(y2) − sinh(y2)
− sinh(y2) cosh(y2)
] [
cos(x3) sin(x3)
− sin(x3) cos(x3)
]
. (10)
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In this example, the groups SL(2,R) and SU(2) are related through a standard
Wick-rotation.
4.2 Example: Split G2-holonomy manifolds
As an example, let us construct a pseudo-Riemannian split-G2-holonomy man-
ifold from a known Riemannian G2-holonomy manifold [12].
Let us assume that the metrics is of dimension 7 with S3×S3 hypersurfaces.
Let us first see how we can use the Killing form to construct an Einstein metric.
Since S3 ∼= SU(2), we can equip these hypersurfaces with a left-invariant Rie-
mannian metric proportional to the Killing form, κ, on each factor, i.e., using
the left invariant frame, h(X,Y ) = −λκS3×S3(X,Y ), λ > 0. Since the Killing
form is non-degenerate and negative-definite on a compact semi-simple group,
the metric h is positive definite. We can now do a Wick-rotation of these Lie
groups as explained above to another real form of SU(2)C ∼= SL(2,C). The
other real form of this complex group is SL(2,R). The Killing form will like-
wise be Wick-rotated to the corresponding form of SL(2,R). The Killing form
of SL(2,R) is also non-degenerate but of signature (−++). The Wick-rotated
form of h will therefore be:
h˜(X,Y ) = −λκSL(2,R)×SL(2,R)(X,Y ),
which is also non-degenerate but of signature (−−−−++) or (4,2). This would
be the standard bi-invariant Einstein metric on SL(2,R)× SL(2,R).
With some amendments we can also provide with a Wick-rotation of the
metrics in [12] to a 7-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold of signature
(4, 3). Let σi and Σi be a set of left-invariant one-forms on two copies of SU(2)
so that dσ1 = −σ2 ∧ σ3 and dΣ1 = −Σ2 ∧ Σ3 etc. (cyclic permutation). For
simplicity, we write σ and Σ for the column vectors of one-forms:
σ =

σ1σ2
σ3

 , Σ =

Σ1Σ2
Σ3

 .
Using the parameterisation eq.(9), the (real) left-invariant one-forms can be
written:
σ1 = 2 [cos(2x3)dx2 + cos(2x2) sin(2x3)dx1]
σ2 = 2 [− sin(2x3)dx2 + cos(2x2) cos(2x3)dx1]
σ3 = 2 [dx3 − sin(2x2)dx1] ,
and similar for Σ. A G2-holonomy metric can now be written [12]:
ds2 = α2dr2 + β2 (σ −A)T (σ −A) + γ2ΣTΣ, (11)
where α = α(r), β = β(r), γ = γ(r), and the A is the connection one-form
A = 12Σ. When
α2 = (1− r−3)−1, β2 =
1
9
r2(1 − r−3), γ2 =
1
12
r2,
this metric is Ricci-flat and has G2-holonomy.
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A Wick-rotation can now be accomplished by Wick-rotating each copy of
S3 to SL(2,R) given explicitly by eqs.(9-10). By aligning the Wick-rotation for
each copy, so that σ and Σ transform identically, then the metric above can be
Wick-rotated into:
ds2 = α2dr2 + β2
(
σ˜ − A˜
)T
η
(
σ˜ − A˜
)
+ γ2Σ˜
T
ηΣ˜, (12)
where σ˜ and Σ˜ are the corresponding real left-invariant one-forms on two copies
of SL(2,R), A˜ = 12Σ˜ and η = diag(−1,−1, 1). It is clearly essential here that
the one-form (σ˜ − A˜) is real on SL(2,R)× SL(2,R) but by aligning the Wick-
rotations on each copy of SU(2) this can be accomplished. The Wick-rotated
metric is therefore Ricci-flat and of signature (4, 3). As the holonomy group is
generated by the Riemann curvature tensor (and its covariant derivatives), the
holonomy group of the Wick-rotated space would be another real form of the
complexified GC2 Lie group. Since the only other real form is the split-G2, then
the resulting space is of split-G2 holonomy.
5 A standard Wick-rotation to a real Rieman-
nian space
In Section 3.3 we saw a necessarily condition put on the orbits O(p, q)x and
O(p˜, q˜)x˜, for the existence of two Wick-rotated spaces P and Q of M . We now
give a stronger necessary condition on the orbits in the case of a standard Wick
rotation to a real Riemannian space. In the Riemannian case we have p˜ = n and
q˜ = 0, so one of the structure groups is a compact real form: O(n), of O(n,C).
We will use tools from real GIT applied to semi-simple groups to obtain a
necessary condition on the orbits.
5.1 Minimal vectors and closure of real semi-simple orbits
Throughout this section, our groups will always be semi-simple of finitely many
components.
Let now G be a real semi-simple Lie group with finitely many components,
and assume it is a real form of a complex Lie groupGC. This immediately implies
that our groups are all linear. Suppose G
ρ
−→ GL(V ) is a representation of G.
We shall say that a complex representation GC
ρC
−→ GL(V C) is a complexified
action of ρ if the following diagram commutes:
GC
ρC
−−−−→ GL(V C)
i
x ix
G
ρ
−−−−→ GL(V )
(13)
Let now g
θ
−→ g be a Cartan involution of g and G
Θ
−→ G be the corresponding
unique Cartan involution of G which lifts θ, i.e dΘ = θ. Denote the Cartan
decomposition of g = t⊕ p, and similarly let K ⊂ G be the maximally compact
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subgroup with Lie algebra t, so we have Cartan decomposition of G = Kep. Let
u := t ⊕ ip, then u is a compact real form of gC which is compatible with g.
As a real Lie group denote the Cartan decomposition GC = Ueiu, where U is a
compact real form of GC with Lie algebra u. Note that K ⊂ U , in this way.
We can choose a K-invariant inner product 〈−,−〉 on V w.r.t the action
ρ, which is compatible with a U -invariant Hermitian inner product 〈−,−〉C on
V C w.r.t ρC. The inner product 〈−,−〉 can be chosen such that it has the two
properties:
1. dρ(t) consists of skew-symmetric maps w.r.t 〈−,−〉.
2. dρ(p) consists of symmetric maps w.r.t 〈−,−〉.
In particular the real part of 〈−,−〉C will have property (1) and (2) with
respect to the Cartan decomposition: (gC)R = u⊕ iu.
For proofs of these facts we refer to [7] and [8].
By Borel and Chandra (see [7]) and also [8] we have the following theorem
relating the closure of the complex orbit to that of the real orbit for real vectors
v ∈ V :
Theorem 5.1 (BC). The following statements hold:
1. Given a real vector v ∈ V then the real orbit Gv is closed in V w.r.t the
classical topology on V if and only if GCv is closed in V C.
2. Given a real vector v ∈ V then GCv ∩ V is a finite disjoint union of real
G-orbits.
Two real orbits: Gv1 and Gv2 in the disjoint union G
Cv ∩ V are often said
to be conjugate. Set || − ||2 := 〈−,−〉, for the norm on V .
Definition 5.2. A minimal vector v ∈ V is one which satisfies(
∀g ∈ G
)(
||g · v|| ≥ ||v||
)
.
The set of minimal vectors will be denoted by M(G, V ) ⊂ V . Of course
one observes the special case where G is a compact group then all vectors
are minimal, i.e M(G, V ) = V . As an example consider G := SL(2,R), and
GC := SL(2,C) with the representations being the adjoint actions. Take Cartan
involution: sl(2,R) → sl(2,R), given by x 7→ −xt. Then it is not difficult to
show that if x ∈ so(2) we have
GCx ∩ sl(2,R) = Gx ∪G(−x),
and if x ∈ p, then GCx ∩ sl(2,R) = Gx. This classifies what happens in all
cases where the complex orbit: GCx, is closed and x ∈ sl(2,R) (by the theorem
below).
Now we also have the following theorem by Richardson and Slodowy in [8],
which relates the closure of a real orbit to the existence of a minimal vector:
Theorem 5.3 (RS). The following statements hold:
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1. A real orbit Gv is closed if and only if Gv ∩M(G, V ) 6= ∅.
2. If v is a minimal vector then Gv ∩M(G, V ) = Kv.
3. If Gv is not closed then there exist p ∈ p and an α ∈ Gv such that
etp · v → α ∈ V exist as t → −∞, and Gα is closed. Moreover Gα is the
unique closed orbit in the closure Gv ⊂ V .
4. A vector v ∈ V is minimal if and only if
(
∀x ∈ p
)(
〈x · v, v〉 = 0
)
, where
x · v is the action dρ(x)(v).
Parts (1), (2) and (4) of the theorem is known as the Kempf-Ness Theorem,
for which it was first proved for linearly complex algebraic groups.
Remark 5.4. The above two theorems are proved in an algebraic geometric
setting, for which the group is a real linearly reductive group. To see that one
can apply these results to semi-simple Lie groups (not necessarily algebraic), we
refer also to a remark in [13]. We recall the fact that any complex semi-simple
Lie group is algebraic, and also any holomorphic representation of GC is also
rational. Theorem 5.3 in fact also hold for general reductive Lie groups, see [14].
5.2 Compatible triples and intersection of real orbits
Our aim in this section is to explore the connection between compatible triples
of semi-simple Lie algebras, and the intersection of real orbits. We prove a
theorem, stating that if one of the real forms, G˜ say, is compact, and compatible
with another real form G of GC, then two real orbits can only belong to the
same complex orbit if they intersect.
We continue with the notation of the previous subsection.
So we now apply the well-known theorems of the previous subsection to the
situation of compatible triples, i.e suppose we have another real form of GC, say
G˜, with Lie algebra g˜. We shall assume that the triple
(
g, g˜, u
)
is a compatible
triple of real forms. So we can choose a Cartan involution of g˜ say θ˜, which
commutes with θ (the Cartan involution of g), i.e [θ, θ˜] = 0. Denote G˜ = K˜ep˜
for the Cartan decomposition of G˜, and similarly we denote the local Cartan
decomposition g˜ = t˜⊕ p˜. So we have K, K˜ ⊂ U . In fact by Proposition 2.8 we
can assume that K ∩ K˜ 6= 1 have a non-trivial intersection.
Consider G˜
ρ˜
−→ GL(V˜ ) to be a representation of G˜ also with the same com-
plexification ρC as ρ, with V˜ ⊂ V C another real form. We can put similarly
a U -invariant Hermitian form on V C (possibly different from the one compat-
ible with V ), which is compatible with V˜ . So we have another commutative
diagram, like the one in the previous subsection for G:
GC
ρC
−−−−→ GL(V C)
i
x ix
G˜
ρ˜
−−−−→ GL(V˜ )
(14)
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A good example to have in mind for such a situation is the compatible triple(
o(p, q), o(p˜, q˜), o(n)
)
described in section 2.3. The action can be the adjoint
action ρC := Ad of the complex orthogonal group O(n,C), with real forms
O(p, q) and O(p˜, q˜) with their adjoint actions: ρ := Ad and ρ˜ := Ad. Here the
inner products associated to the adjoint representations can of course be
−κ(−, θ(−)), −κ(−, θ˜(−)), −κ(−, τ(−)) (Hermitian),
where τ is the conjugation map of o(n). Moreover a minimal vector x ∈ o(p, q)
in this setting will just be a vector satisfying [x, θ(x)] = 0.
We observe that the example of the adjoint action generalises. Indeed if V
and V˜ are also compatible real forms of V C, then we may assume w.l.o.g, that
the minimal vectors of our actions: M(G, V ) of ρ and M(G˜, V˜ ) of ρ˜, are both
contained in the minimal vectors of the complexified action: M(GC, V C) of ρC.
We refer to Appendix A, for a proof of this fact.
Now we prove our main theorem under the compatibility conditions of the
Lie algebras and of the vector spaces the groups act on:
Theorem 5.5. Suppose we have a compatible triple of semi-simple Lie algebras:(
g, g˜, u
)
. Assume also that V and V˜ are compatible real forms of V C. Let v ∈ V
and v˜ ∈ V˜ . Then the following statements hold:
1. Suppose v˜ ∈ GCv. Then if v ∈ M(G, V ) and v˜ ∈ M(G˜, V˜ ) we have
Uv = Uv˜, i.e Kv, K˜v˜ ⊂ Uv.
2. If G˜ := U is the compact real form compatible with G, then
Gv, G˜v˜ ⊂ GCv ⇔ Gv ∩ G˜v˜ 6= ∅.
Proof. For case (1) if v and v˜ are minimal vectors in V and V˜ respectively then
they are also minimal vectors in V C. So v, v˜ ∈ GCv ∩M(GC, V C) = Uv, by
Theorem 5.3, and (1) follows. For case (2), we note that since G˜ := U is the
compact real form, then G˜v˜ is closed, and so since G˜v˜ ⊂ GCv then GCv is also
closed and in particular so is the real orbit Gv, by Theorem 5.1. Hence we can
choose a minimal vector v1 ∈ Gv which is also minimal in GCv, by Theorem
5.3, i.e v1 ∈ G˜v˜, as G˜ := U , and so proves (2). The theorem is proved.
Although the theorem guarantees intersection between orbits, there are cases
where the orbits intersect in a unique vector. Indeed take G := SL(2,R)
and G˜ := SU(2), and let the action be the adjoint action. The Lie algebras
sl(2,R) and su(2) are naturally compatible, w.r.t to the standard embedding
into sl(2,C). It is not difficult to show that whenever Gx, G˜x˜ belong to the
same complex orbit: GCx, for GC := SL(2,C), then Gx ∩ G˜x˜ = {x}.
Remark 5.6. We point out that case (2) of Theorem 5.5, does not require V and
V˜ to be compatible real forms of V C.
5.3 The real Riemannian case
Using Theorem 5.5 we finally derive a necessary condition for the existence of
a standard Wick-rotation to a real Riemannian space, following the notation in
Section 3.3 we have:
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Corollary 5.7. Suppose P and Q are two Wick-rotated spaces of M by a stan-
dard Wick-rotation. Let Q be a real Riemannian space. Suppose x ∈ V and
x˜ ∈ V˜ are two Wick-rotatable tensors. Then the real orbits O(p, q)x and O(n)x˜
intersect, i.e O(p, q)x ∩O(n)x˜ 6= ∅.
Proof. By Section 3.3 , using Lemma 3.6 we can apply Theorem 5.5, and so the
result follows.
For general Wick-rotated spaces P and Q by a standard Wick-rotation, we
note that if the complex orbit: O(n,C)x = O(n,C)x˜, is closed, then a necessary
condition is that for the maximally compact subgroups:
K := O(p)×O(q) ⊂ O(p, q), and K˜ := O(p˜)×O(q˜) ⊂ O(p˜, q˜),
the orbits Kα and K˜α˜ (of minimal vectors) must both be embedded into the
same compact orbit: O(n)α, i.e we have the following diagram of embeddings:
O(n,C) · x O(n,C) · x˜x x
O(n) · α O(n) · α˜x x
O(p)×O(q) · α O(p˜)×O(q˜) · α˜
This is all by Theorem 5.5, noting that the tensor products: V and V˜ , for
which the groups act on, are compatible real forms of V C under a standardWick-
rotation. In order to generalise the previous Corollary, we need to know more
about how these K-orbits are embedded, and in the case of same signatures one
needs to know how many real K-orbits there are in the compact orbit: O(n)α,
i.e when is l = 1, in the intersection:
O(n)α ∩ V = ∪ljKxj?
There are examples where l = 1 and l 6= 1 for different O(p, q), such examples
can be found within the adjoint action, as we will see in the next section.
5.4 The adjoint action of the Lorentz groups O(n− 1, 1)
As an example we consider the adjoint action of the Lorentz group O(n−1, 1) ⊂
O(n,C). We prove that whenever the complex orbit O(n,C)x is closed for a real
vector x ∈ o(n − 1, 1), then there is a unique real closed orbit in the complex
orbit, i.e O(n,C)x ∩ o(n − 1, 1) = O(n − 1, 1)x. We demonstrate that this is
the only pseudo-orthogonal group O(p, q) with this property under the adjoint
action.
Let o(n− 1, 1)
θ
−→ o(n− 1, 1), be the Cartan involution given by:
x 7→ Ad(In−1,1)(x) = x¯.
We use the standard norm on o(n − 1, 1), given by ||x||2 := λκθ(x,x), where
λ > 0, is chosen such that ||x||2 = tr(x2). Observe that here the global Cartan
decomposition of O(n − 1, 1) is given by: O(n − 1, 1) = Kep, where K =
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O(n − 1) × O(1), with local Cartan decomposition: o(n − 1, 1) = t ⊕ p, with
t consisting of matrices in block form t ∼= so(n − 1) ⊕ so(1), and p, consists of
matrices of the form:(
0(n−1)×(n−1) iA(n−1)×1
−iAt(n−1)×1 O1×1
)
, A ∈ Rn−1.
We will borrow the following two standard results from spectral theory:
Lemma 5.8 (Spectral theorem for skew-symmetric matrices). If x ∈ so(n) then
there exist an orthogonal matrix g ∈ O(n), such that:
gxg−1 =


so(2)
so(2)
so(2)
. . .
so(2)
0
0
. . .
0


,
where so(2) is the 2× 2 matrix of the form
(
0 x
−x 0
)
.
Corollary 5.9. Let x1,x2 ∈ so(n) be skew-symmetric matrices, having identical
characteristic polynomials. Then there exist g ∈ O(n) such that gx1g−1 = x2.
By applying these results, we can prove the following lemma:
Lemma 5.10. For any vector x ∈ t ∪ p we have
O(n,C)x ∩ o(n− 1, 1) = O(n − 1, 1)x.
Proof. Suppose first x ∈ o(n − 1, 1) and x˜ ∈ o(n− 1, 1) belong to the compact
real part t = so(n−1)⊕so(1), and moreover lie in the same O(n,C)-orbit. Then
we can remove the last row and column of the matrices x and x˜, and they will
still have the same characteristic polynomial. Call these y and y˜, then they are
in so(n − 1) and so must lie in the same O(n − 1)-orbit by Corollary 5.9. Now
by extending a matrix in O(n− 1) to a matrix in K (in the obvious way) then
x and x˜ must lie in the same O(n − 1, 1)-orbit.
Consider now the case where x, x˜ ∈ p are contained in the non-compact part.
It is easy to see by calculating the characteristic polynomials that if x, x˜ lie in
the same O(n,C)-orbit then they lie in the (n− 2)-sphere:
Sn−2 := {x ∈ p
∣∣∣||x|| = 1},
where the norm ||, || is proportional to the Killing form: κ(·, ·) on o(n − 1, 1)
restricted to p. Now we already know that
Ad(K0)|p := {p
Ad(k)
−−−−→ p|k ∈ K0},
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where K0 = SO(n − 1) × SO(1) ∼= SO(n − 1), is contained in the space of
isometries (as a closed matrix subgroup):
Ad(K0)|p ⊂ Isom(S
n−2) ∼= O(n− 1),
w.r.t the restricted norm metric. Now observe that Ad(K0)|p has Lie algebra
∼= o(n − 1, 1), and is connected. This follows because t
ad
−→ gl(p) is faithful,
as o(n − 1, 1) is simple for all n ≥ 1, hence the kernel of the restricted adjoint
action: K0
Ad
−−→ GL(p) is a discrete subgroup of K0. So clearly:
Ad(K0)|p = Isom(S
n−2)0 ∼= SO(n− 1),
however Isom(Sn−2)0 acts transitively on S
n−2, and so proves that x, x˜ lie in
the same K0-orbit, and hence in the same O(n − 1, 1)−orbit. This proves the
lemma.
Using the previous lemma we can prove our claim, that O(n,C)x has a
unique real Lorentz orbit: O(n − 1, 1)x, when it is closed, and x ∈ o(n− 1, 1).
Theorem 5.11. For any minimal vector x ∈ o(n− 1, 1) we have
O(n,C)x ∩ o(n− 1, 1) = O(n− 1, 1)x.
Proof. Let x be a minimal vector of o(n− 1, 1), i.e we can write
x :=
(
A
0
)
+
(
0(n−1)×(n−1) ix
−ixt 0
)
,
where A ∈ so(n− 1) with Ax = 0. Suppose now that there is another minimal
vector:
x˜ :=
(
A˜
0
)
+
(
0(n−1)×(n−1) ix˜
−ix˜t 0
)
,
belonging to the same complex orbit as x. Denote x = t+ p and x˜ = t˜ + p˜ for
the components defined previously. We may assume A, A˜, x, x˜ are all non-zero.
Let V0 (respectively V˜0) denote the kernel of the linear maps: R
n−1 → Rn−1,
corresponding to the matrices A (respectively A˜). Note that x ∈ V0 and x˜ ∈ V˜0.
By the previous lemma, we know that there exist k1, k2 ∈ K, such that k1 · t = t˜
and k2 · p = p˜. This means that k1V0 = V˜0. Suppose Dim(V0) = 1. Then
k1x = λx˜, for some λ ∈ R. Now using the norm induced by the inner product
on p: κθ(−,−), we can say that ||p|| = ||p˜||, i.e x and x˜ have the same Euclidean
norm in Rn−1. This means that λ = 1, and hence k1 · x = x˜.
Now for the general case, assume Dim(V0) > 1. We may assume A has the
form A :=
(
A1
0l
)
, for some A1 ∈ so(n− l), where l ≥ 2, and A1 has kernel
of dimension 1, as an operator: Rn−l → Rn−l. Indeed we may assume that A1
has the form: 

so(2)
so(2)
so(2)
. . .
so(2)
0


,
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by Lemma 5.8 and Corollary 5.9. Moreover if x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn−1)
T , then
denote x1 := (x1, x2, . . . , xn−l)
T ∈ Rn−l. One can see that A1x1 = 0. We can
do this also to A˜, and denote similarly the (n− l)×(n− l) matrix by A˜1, and the
vector by x˜1, as k1t = t˜. There exist k ∈ O(n− l)×O(1) such that k ·A1 = A˜1
by Corollary 5.9, i.e we may assume k1 =
(
k
Il
)
. So applying the previous
argument to this case, we have kx1 = x˜1, and hence k1 ·x = x˜. This proves the
theorem.
Now for general O(p, q) with p, q 6= 1, then there is always a minimal vector
x ∈ o(p, q) such that the closed orbit O(n,C)x has at least two disjoint real
orbits: O(p, q)x1 and O(p, q)x2. To see this, note that if p, q > 1 then we can
choose the block matrix of the form:
x :=
[
so(2) 0
0 so(2)
]
∈ so(p)⊕ so(q),
where the so(2)-blocks have different characteristic polynomials. Consider the
same matrix, but with the blocks interchanged. Call this matrix x1 ∈ so(p) ⊕
so(q). Then these are in the same O(n)-orbit by Corollary 5.9, but can not be
related in the same O(p) × O(q)-orbit, hence O(p, q)x and O(p, q)x1 are two
disjoint orbits in O(n,C)x.
5.5 Uniqueness of real orbits and the class of complex Lie
groups
An interesting question is: When is there a unique real orbit in the complex
orbit, i.e., when does one have GCv ∩ V = Gv, for v ∈ V ? In this section we
give a class of groups for which this holds. Recall that one such class is the
compact groups, easily deduced from the results of Richardson and Slodowy,
i.e., Theorem 5.3 in [8].
We prove that if G (an arbitrary Lie group) has the structure of a complex
Lie group, and V has a complex structure V
J
−→ V , such that G
ρ
−→ GL(V )
is a complex representation w.r.t J , then we have uniqueness. We of course
assume that G ⊂ GC is a real form of some complex Lie group, and we have the
following commutative diagram (as before):
GC
ρC
−−−−→ GL(V C)
i
x ix
G
ρ
−−−−→ GL(V )
(15)
Theorem 5.12. Let G be a complex Lie group, and as a real Lie group let it be
a real form of some complex Lie group GC. Suppose V has a complex structure
J and the representations are as in the commutative diagram (15), with ρ a
complex representation w.r.t J . Then if v ∈ V , we have a unique real G-orbit
in the complex orbit: GCv, i.e GCv ∩ V = Gv.
We shall prove this statement using the structure theory for Lie groups, as
a reference for the results we use, we refer to [15].
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Consider now the identity component G0 of G, which is a real form of the
identity component GC0 . Let G˜0 and G˜
C
0 be the universal covering groups.
We will now discuss some covering theory and universal complexification of
Lie groups, for proofs we again refer to: [15], for example chapter 15.
Now if g has a complex structure J then g has the structure of a complex
Lie algebra of dimension 12Dim(g). So G0 is a complex Lie group. In particular
we note that gC ∼= g ⊕ g¯, where g¯ is the complex structure on g obtained from
−J . This isomorphism takes
x+ iy 7→
(
x+ J(y), x− J(y)
)
, x, y ∈ g,
and so therefore g can be identified with the set {(x, x)|x ∈ g} as a real form of
g ⊕ g. So the universal complexification group of the universal covering G˜0, is
just the universal covering: G˜C0 , and thus must be isomorphic (as Lie groups)
to the product:
G˜C0
∼= G˜0 × G˜0.
Here the right component: G˜0, of the product is called the opposite complex Lie
group of G˜0, since it has complex Lie algebra g¯. The left and right components of
the product are not necessarily isomorphic (as Lie groups) unless g (as a complex
Lie algebra), has the existence of a real form, like for instance if g were reductive.
The universal complexification map is simply the diagonal embedding:
g 7→ (g, g), g ∈ G˜0.
Moreover w.r.t to this map G˜0 is a real form of G˜C0 identified as the image:
{(g, g)|g ∈ G˜0} ⊂ G˜C0 .
An example to have in mind is G := O(3, 1), with G0 ∼= SO(3,C), and
G˜0 ∼= SL(2,C) with G˜C0
∼= SL(2,C)× SL(2,C).
We prove the theorem in steps:
Step 1. We extend the action to the universal covering groups.
Let G˜0
p
−→ G0 be the universal covering map of G0. By the discussion above,
we may assume w.l.o.g that we are dealing with the groups: G˜C0 := G˜0× G˜0 and
the real form: G˜0 := {(g, g)|g ∈ G˜0} ⊂ G˜C0 . Set g˜ for the Lie algebra of G˜0, and
let G˜C0
pC−→ GC0 , be the unique lift of the Lie isomorphism:
g˜C → gC
induced from the following commutative diagram of Lie algebras:
g˜
p∗ //
i

g
i // gC
g˜C
∃!
88
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
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Explicitly this unique map is given by: x˜+ iy˜ 7→ p∗(x˜) + ip∗(y˜), x˜, y˜ ∈ g˜.
The map pC is a universal covering map of G
C
0 , simply because G
C
0 and the
cover is connected, so the map is surjective. In particular we can induce an
action of the covering groups on V and V C using the action: GC
ρ
−→ GL(V C)
restricted to the identity components: G0, G
C
0 . The following commutative dia-
gram of Lie groups illustrates the induced action:
G˜0
p //
i

G0
i // GC0
ρ

G˜C0
pC
66
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠ ρ◦pC // GL(V C)
Step 2. We extend an equivalent action of the covering groups to V ⊕V ∼= V C.
Now since V is a complex vector space with a complex structure J , we have
an isomorphism V C
φ
−→ V ⊕ V , given by
v1 + iv2 7→
(
v1 + J(v2), v2 − J(v2)
)
.
So we may extend our action to V ⊕ V using φ, given by the commutative
diagram as follows:
G˜C0
ρ◦pC// GL(V C)
φ // GL(V ⊕ V )
G˜0 //
i
OO
GL(V )
i
OO
φ // GL(V )
i
OO
Step 3. There is a unique real orbit in the complex orbit.
We claim that for (g, h) ∈ G˜C0 , the action is given by the product action:
(g, h) · (v1, v2) :=
(
(g, g) · v1, (h, h) · v2
)
,
where (g, h) · vj := (ρ ◦ pC)(g, h)(vj). Indeed since G˜C0 is the universal complex-
ification group, and the product action above is clearly holomorphic, since our
action G→ GL(V ) is holomorphic, then it is enough to show that the action of
the real form G˜0 on V is the product action. By definition we have:
(g, g)·(v, v) := φ
(
(g, g)·(φ−1(v, v))
)
= φ((g, g)·v) =
(
(g, g)·v, (g, g)·v
)
, ∀v ∈ V.
Now clearly we have a unique real orbit in the complex orbit, i.e:
G˜C0 v ∩ V = G˜0v, ∀v ∈ V.
So finally we derive our theorem:
Proof of theorem 5.12. We note that in order to prove the statement for the
groups G and GC, then it is enough to prove the statement for the restricted
action of the identity components. This is seen as follows. By definition of G
being a real form of GC, (see Definition 4.1), this means that GC = GGC0 as
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abstract groups. So if we have v1, v2 ∈ V belonging to the same GC-orbit then
write gh · v1 = v2 for g ∈ G and h ∈ GC0 , so clearly g
−1v2 and v1 belong to
the same GC0 -orbit. Now if G0v1 = G0g
−1v2, then also Gv1 = Gv2. Finally
to prove it for the identity components it is enough to prove the statement for
the induced action of the universal covering groups: G˜0 and G˜C0 , on V and V
C
defined as above. But since the statement has already been proven for this case,
then the theorem is proved.
We can naturally apply the theorem to the adjoint action of any complex
Lie group G. For example O(3, 1) has the structure of a complex Lie group, and
is the only one among the pseudo-orthogonal Lie groups: O(p, q). So we can
apply the theorem to for instance the diagram:
O(4,C)
Ad
−−−−→ GL(o(4,C))
i
x ix
O(3, 1)
Ad
−−−−→ GL(o(3, 1))
(16)
6 Applications to the pseudo-Riemannian set-
ting
For the Lorentzian spaces it is useful to use the boost-weight decomposition and
the corresponding algebraic classification of tensors [16]. This turns out to give
a very crisp result as to which spaces have non-closed orbits and hence cannot
be Wick-rotated to a Riemannian space:
Theorem 6.1. Given a Lorentzian manifold and assume that (any of) the
curvature tensors is of proper type II, III, or N. Then it cannot be Wick-rotated
to a real Riemannian space.
Proof. Considering the real orbits Gx and G˜x˜, where G = O(n) and G˜ =
O(n− 1, 1) embedded into the same GCx. Then by Theorem 5.1, we have that
the real orbits are (topologically) closed if and only if GCx is closed. Since,
O(n) is compact, Gx is necessary compact and closed. Hence, GCx, is closed,
implying G˜x˜ is closed. However, tensors of proper type II, III, and N, do not
have closed orbits, see [10].
This result can be generalised to the pseudo-Riemannian case by classifying
the types of tensors that give non-closed orbits. For the pseudo-Riemannian
case, the Lie algebra g = o(p, q) can be split into a positive eigenspace and
negative eigenspace of the Cartan involution:
g = t⊕ p.
If the orbit Gx is not closed, then by Theorem 5.3 there exists an X ∈ p and a
v0 ∈ Gx \ Gx ⊂ V so that exp(tX)x → v0 as t → −∞. Thus, this implies the
existence of a v0 on the boundary of Gx which is not in Gx. The orbit Gx is
therefore not closed. Note also that the Lie algebra element X ∈ p generates a
one-parameter group Bt := {exp(Xt) : t ∈ R} ⊂ G manifesting this limit.
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We recall that a tensor T living on a pseudo-Riemannian manifold can be de-
composed using the boost-weight decomposition with respect to a ”null-frame”
[17]. Let k = min(p, q) be the real rank of the group O(p, q). Then, in terms of
a orthonormal frame:
g(X,Y ) = −X1Y1 − ...−XkYk +Xk+1Yk+1 + ...+XnYn. (17)
Let a ⊂ p be the largest abelian subalgebra of p. All such will have dimension
equal to k. For each λ ∈ a∗ (the dual of a) we define
gλ = {x ∈ g : [y, x] = λ(y)x for y ∈ a} .
The λ is called the restricted root of (g, a) if λ 6= 0 and gλ 6= 0 (see, e.g., [18]).
Let Σ be the set of restricted roots. The Lie algebra g can now be decomposed
in the restricted root decomposition:
g = g0 ⊕
⊕
λ∈Σ
gλ.
Here, g0 = a⊕m where m is the centraliser of a in t.
Let now a′ ⊂ a be the set of regular elements:
a′ = {x ∈ a : λ(x) 6= 0, ∀λ ∈ Σ} .
The set a′ is the complement of hyperplanes, and let a+ be one connected
component of a′ (this is called a Weyl chamber). We say that a root, λ ∈ Σ, is
positive if it has only positive values on a+, and simple if it cannot be written
as a sum of positive roots. If {α1, ..., αk} is the set of simple roots, then the set
a+ can be given by:
a+ = {x ∈ a : α1(x) > 0, ..., αk(x) > 0} .
By normalising, we can find k linearly independent elements X I ∈ a ⊂ p,
I = 1, ..., k, satisfying the following criteria:
1. [X I ,X J ] = 0, and
2. αJ(X I) = δIJ .
Since X I ∈ o(p, q) ⊂ End(TpM), and is symmetric with respect to the inner
product gθ(−,−) defined in Defn. 2.4, the eigenvalues are real, and we can find
simultaneous eigenvectors of TpM . The corresponding eigenvector decomposi-
tion w.r.t. the set {X I} is identical to the so-called boost-weight decomposition
[16].
By letting the X I act tensorally on V =
⊕
TpM , an eigenvector decom-
position of V can also be achieved. Note that the metric g, as a symmetric
tensor, is a zero-eigenvector of all X I due to the fact that X i ∈ o(p, q). Hence,
the duality map, ♯ : TpM → T ∗pM induced by the metric v
♯
7→ v♯ ≡ g(v,−)
preserves the boost-weight decomposition. Thus an arbitrary tensor T can now
be decomposed by the eigenvalues with respect to X I
T =
∑
b∈Γ
(T )
b
,
where Γ ⊂ Zk is a finite subset of Zk.
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Lemma 6.2. Let x ∈ p. Then there exists an x˜ ∈ Hx, where H is the stabilizer
of the Cartan involution, so that x˜ = λ1X 1 + ... + λkX k, where X I are the
elements given above.
Proof. The stabilizer of the Cartan involution, H , fulfills H−1θH = θ, and is
the largest compact subgroup of O(p, q). In particular, O(p) × O(q) ⊂ H . In
terms of the orthonormal frame, we can write x ∈ p in block-form:
x =
[
0 A
At 0
]
,
where A is a p× q matrix. The action of O(p)×O(q) on x induces the following
action on A: A 7→ h−1Ag where (h, g) ∈ O(p) × O(q). By the singular value
decomposition, we can always find a (h, g) ∈ O(p) × O(q) so that h−1Ag is
diagonal. Thus h−1Ag = diag(λ1, ..., λk) and x˜ = λ1X 1 + ...+ λkX k.
Using the representative x˜ rather than x, we can now give a criteria for when
a tensor does not have a closed orbit. Given a non-closed orbit Gx. Then there
exists a x˜ = λ1X 1 + ... + λkX k ∈ p so that for b = (b1, ..., bk) we have when
t→∞
Bt(T ) = exp(tx˜)(T ) =
∑
b∈Γ
exp[t(b1λ1 + ...+ bkλk)(T )b → v0.
For this limit to exist we have either:
1. (T )b = 0, or
2. b1λ1 + ...+ bkλk ≤ 0,
for all b ∈ Γ. Tensors for which such a x˜ ∈ p exists are referred to as tensors
possessing the SG-property [19]. If v0 is not it the G-orbit of T , then the orbit
is not closed.
6.1 Pseudo-Riemannian examples
4-dimensional Neutral examples: Walker metrics The Walker metrics
allow for an invariant null-plane and provide with examples of metrics that
do not allow for a Wick-rotation. Walker [20] showed that the requirement of
an invariant 2-dimensional null plane implies that the (Walker) metric can be
written in the canonical form:
ds2 = 2du(dv +Adu + CdU) + 2dU(dV +BdU), (18)
where A, B and C are functions that may depend on all of the coordinates. By
introducing the null-coframe:
{e1, e2, e3, e4} = {du, dv +Adu+ CdU, dU, dV +BdU} (19)
We express the Riemann tensor in terms of this frame so that:
R = Rijkle
i ∧ ei ⊗ ek ∧ el
Then define the boost-weight of a component, Rijkl , as the a pair (b1, b2) where
(b1, b2) = (#(2)−#(1),#(4)−#(3)),
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where #(n) means the number of indices equal to n. We note that the isom-
etry φ : {e1, e2, e3, e4}7→{e3, e4, e1, e2} interchanges the boost components:
(b1, b2) 7→ (b2, b1).
For the Walker metrics, one can easily compute the Riemann tensor and one
observes that Rijkl = 0 if b1+b2 > 0. Different functional forms of the functions
A, B, and C, gives various possibilities for the remaining components. Whether
the orbits form closed orbits or not is summarised in the following table. Here
we have assumed that the types are ”proper”, i.e., it is not possible to find other
frames so that it is in a simpler category.
Rijkl b1 + b2 > 0 b1 + b2 < 0 0 < b1 = −b2 b1 = −b2 < 0 Closed?
W1 0 6= 0 Any Any No
W2 0 0 6= 0 6= 0 Yes
W3 0 0 0 6= 0 No
W4 0 0 0 0 Yes
The generic Walker metric (type W1) is not closed and thus not possible to
Wick-rotate to a Riemannian space. Examples of Walker metrics are given in
[19]. As simple examples in each category (a, b, c and d are non-zero constants):
W1 : ds21 = 2du(dv + V du) + 2dU(dV + av
4dU)
W2 : ds22 = 2du(dv + (av
2 + bV 2)du) + 2dU(dV + (cv2 + dV 2)dU)
W3 : ds23 = 2du(dv + (av
2 + bV 2)du) + 2dU(dV + cV 2dU)
W4 : ds24 = 2du(dv + av
2du) + 2dU(dV + bV 2dU) (20)
Of these, the W4 example metric can be Wick-rotated to a Riemannian space,
while the W1 and W3 cannot (in general) due to the fact that they do not have
closed orbits. However, both the W3 and W4 examples can be Wick-rotated to
Lorentzian spaces.
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A On compatible Hermitian inner products
We follow the notation in Subsection 5.2, and prove an extension of the state-
ment 2.9 in [8]. Recall that a Hermitian inner product 〈−,−〉 on V C is said to
be compatible with V , if 〈−,−〉 ∈ R on V .
Proposition A.1. Assume we have a compatible triple:
(
g, g˜, u
)
. If V and V˜
are compatible real forms of V C, then there exist a U -invariant Hermitian inner
product on V C which is compatible with V and V˜ .
Proof. Let GC ⊂ GL(n,C) for n ≥ 1 minimal. Now since n ≤ DimR(gC), then
we may as well assume that G, G˜ ⊂ GC ⊂ GL(gC). In particular the conjugation
maps σ and σ˜ of g and g˜ commute, and are naturally contained in GL(gC), by
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assumption. Denote gC
J
−→ gC for the complex structure. We now follow the
proof of 2.9 in [8], and do a slight change.
Set (GC)∗ ⊂ GL(gC) for the closed subgroup generated by GC, J, σ and σ˜.
Similarly define K∗ (respectively K˜∗) to be the compact subgroups of (GC)∗
generated by K, J and σ (respectively K˜, J and σ˜). Now since our Lie algebras
form a compatible triple, then we know that K, K˜ ⊂ U . So we also define U∗
to be the compact subgroup of (GC)∗ generated by U, J, σ and σ˜. Then clearly
U∗ ∩GC = U .
Now let σ1 and σ˜1 be the conjugation maps of V and V˜ respectively. Also
let V C
J˜
−→ V C be the complex structure. Now we can easily extend the real
representation: GC
ρC
−→ GL(V C), to a real representation: (GC)∗
(ρC)∗
−−−→ GL(V C),
by simply defining:
(ρC)∗ = ρC, on GC, (ρC)∗(σ) = σ1, (ρ
C)∗(σ˜) = σ˜1, and (ρ
C)∗(J) = J˜ .
The map is well-defined since [σ1, σ˜1] = 0, as V and V˜ are assumed to be
compatible. It now follows that there exist a U -invariant Hermitian form, which
is compatible with V and V˜ , as in the proof of 2.9 in [8]. The proposition is
proved.
An immediate corollary is the following:
Corollary A.2. Assume we have a compatible triple:
(
g, g˜, u
)
. Let V and
V˜ be compatible real forms of V C. Then we can assume w.l.o.g that M(G, V )
(the minimal vectors of ρ) and M(G˜, V˜ ) (the minimal vectors of ρ˜) are both
contained in the same set of minimal vectors of the complexified action ρC, i.e.,
we have embeddings
M(GC, V C)
i
←−−−− M(G˜, V˜ )xi
M(G, V )
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